TIN CAN ALLEY

Game Instruction Sheet

PREPARATION:

Place game on a table
1. Game is set up ten feet from barrier.

RUNNING THE GAME:

1. Two bean bags are given to player.
2. Five cans are placed in a pyramid.
3. Five cans knocked off shelf with one bean bag wins 1st prize.
4. Five cans knocked off shelf with two bean bags wins 2nd prize.
5. Any cans left on shelf wins consolation prize.

SUCCESS OF THIS EVENT DEPENDS ON YOU!
MERCHANDISE MUST BE COUNTED AND MARKED FOR CREDIT

FIRST PRIZE – ALL CANS OFF SHELF WITH 1 BEAN BAG
SECOND PRIZE – ALL CANS OFF SHELF WITH 2 BEAN BAGS
CONSOLATION PRIZE – ALL OTHER TOTALS
GAME SUPPLIES - 5 Cans, 2 Large Bean Bags

Fun Services
Print this game instruction sheet directly from our website!

www.funservicesbayarea.com